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Legal status diversity: regulating to control and everyday
contingencies
Fran Meissnera,b

aInstitute of Urban Development, University of Kassel, Kassel, Germany; bOTB, TU Delft, Delft, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Tracing the link between population flux and the regulation of
migration, this paper develops the argument that immigration status
differentiations impact not only on categorical multiplicities but
also on contingent dynamics in urban migration-related diversity. A
better understanding of those contingencies is central to discussing
processes of adaptation in contexts of superdiversity. I first point
to the frequency of change in rules and regulations pertaining to
a multiplicity of immigration statuses. I then emphasise the co-
relevance of conditionalities of entry and parameters of presence,
set out by those rules, as central components of legal status
diversity. In a third part I consider the resulting differentiations in
terms of information overload. Thinking about status differentiations
as information contradicts devising ever more status tracks to order
migration and optimise its economic and social implications. I then
point to empirical patterns in legal status diversities emphasising
spatiotemporal contingencies in admitting migrants through
different immigration channels. Concurrently I highlight why the
resulting patterns of change are relevant for local urban diversity
dynamics. I conclude the paper by drawing parallels between on the
one hand steering migration to optimise its implications and on
the other hand steering adaptations in superdiverse contexts to
optimise integration.

KEYWORDS
Superdiversity; regulation of
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Introduction

Migration-related diversifications are often studied by asking how people, things and insti-
tutions change their behaviour, form, or structure in light of altered migration patterns.
Empirical investigations of those adaptations are manifold and often associated to top-
down policy interventions, bottom-up individual and civil society engagements, or to
the minute adaptations accompanying everyday encounters with difference. Migration-
related diversification is locally relevant, globally linked and subject to varying levels of
speed, spread and scale (Meissner and Vertovec 2015). The term superdiversity has
gained significant traction in debates about the local consequences of international
migration. Central to using a superdiversity lens is considering how the regulation of
migration impacts on configurations of diversity. Conceptual considerations of this
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aspect of diversity remain underexplored. To fill this gap, I ask how legal status multipli-
cities can usefully be considered as a driver of diversity and why this is relevant for rethink-
ing adaptations in contexts of superdiversity?

Since migration-related diversification is dynamically changing and producing contex-
tually specific configurations of diversity (Vertovec 2009), there is an evident need to
investigate population flux (Engbersen 2012) and its associated patterns of coming and
going. While diversity is generally invoked at the local level (Scholten, Collett, and Petrovic
2016) its configurations are only partially determined in local contexts. To better under-
stand patterns of flux it is important to ask how the regulation of international migration
− mostly the product of national or supra-national level regulations − influences patterns
of diversity and thus becomes a driver of diversity. With this paper I contribute to the lit-
erature by investigating this nexus. Specifically, I emphasise that ordering migration
through ever more stratified status tracks does not necessarily aid the predictability of
the social and economic implications of migration – as it might be intended – with impor-
tant implications for adaptation dynamics in superdiverse contexts.

With debates on migrant integration often focused on explaining and steering
migration-linked adaptations (Grzymala-Kazlowska and Phillimore 2017), it is surprising
that the literature has thus far not paid concerted attention to how those adaptations stand
in relation to comparative differences in diversity dynamics – to how quickly, and in which
ways, diversity changes. Thus, it is important to focus research not only on emplaced
diversity but to also devote comparative attention to what drives diversity and how.
Drivers of diversity are factors that influence who moves where, when and for how
long. The resulting patterns of population change can usefully be thought about as con-
duits for variegated subsequent and complex adaptation processes.

I start the paper by considering a consistency of change in the rules and regulations that
set the basis for legal status multiplicities. For this I draw on the example of the United
Kingdom (UK) and throughout the paper I contextualise my arguments with UK or
other European examples. Against this backdrop I explore how multiple immigration
channels and the various immigration tracks those channels subsume shape but do not
determine patterns of migration-related diversity. I conceptually distinguish between con-
ditionalities of entry and parameters of presence and emphasise that their co-relevance is
important for the dynamics of superdiversity. I then briefly consider the wish to order
migration as one popular logic behind implementing detailed legal status differentiations
and why such a gap-filling logic may not suffice. I then examine some available national
level data on status differences to show emergent patterns that would merit investigation.
In the conclusion I highlight avenues of future research and responding to the theme of
this special issue, show that the discussed contingent dynamics of diversity are crucial
in rethinking debates about adaptations in superdiverse contexts.

Consistent changes in rules and regulations

The UK government’s official public sector information website (gov.uk), at the time of
writing provided a ‘beta version’ of a set of linked websites with information on UK immi-
gration rules. Those sites serve as a register of ‘some of the most important pieces of legis-
lation that make up the UK’s immigration law’.1 The index page points to 15 parts
addressing headings such as ‘Persons seeking to enter or remain in the United
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Kingdom for studies’ (Part 3–3 sub-sections) or ‘Point-based System’ (Part 6A – 14 sub-
sections). The index also linked to 26 active and 7 deleted appendixes each setting out
further details about criteria and conditions for foreign nationals to be admitted to stay
and work in the UK. The website moreover gives access to statements of change that
detail when and how those rules and regulations were amended.2 This documentation
suggests, that provisions for becoming and being a resident foreign national are subject
to frequent and often multiple and minutely detailed adjustments.3

Figure 1 shows the patterns of those adjustments by indicating the times per year separate
statements of change were published and − to give two crude measures of scope − the
median number of pages of all documents released and the maximum page count per docu-
ment in the respective year. Different circle sizes indicate the median number of pages;
maximum page numbers are reflected in the shading of circles, with darker circles suggesting
lengthier documents. We can see variance both in how often changes occur and with what
kind of scope. We can further note an increase in scope and/or frequency for most of the
available years (2003–2015). The visualised period coincided both with a re-emergence of
debates on restricting migration and with the introduction of new point-based visas in
2008. Overall, for the available years, statements of change rarely were reducible to just a
few pages. Frequent changes and refinements of migration rules are not exclusive to the
UK. EU level documents, collating member states’ alterations to mobility restrictions for
non-EEA nationals, also occur frequently and with a usually notable scope.4

A consistency of change, especially in the small print of relevant rules and regulations,
is evident. Academic efforts taking stock of immigration policies and enumerating entry
tracks in different OECD countries suggest that the numbers of different tracks have gen-
erally risen (Beine et al. 2013). Where ‘tracks of entry are established in national law, and
are normally defined as a particular mode of entry for a prospective migrant given her or
his characteristics and purpose [of migration]’ (Gest et al. 2014, 262). Specific visa schemes
often constitute additional avenues for entry and temporary residence, adding to immigra-
tion track multiplicities. Clearly the number of tracks surpass the number of frequently
referred to migration channels and categories. Channels and categories, however, gain sal-
ience as they are increasingly used to measure and make sense of migration. Student
migrants, economic migrants, refugees, family migrants are commonly referred to chan-
nels that have attracted a body of research and a body of regulations specifically pertaining
to them (Bjerre et al. 2015). They also imply categories of difference. Their increasing sal-
ience should neither be ignored nor elevated into a position of reification as is often the
case when contrasts are drawn between regular and irregular migration (Kubal 2013).

Specific categories used to describe types of legal statuses are always more numerous
than broader purpose delineated channels. For both we have to recall that their denomi-
nation rarely adequately describes individual migration motives. The numbers of habitu-
ally used legal status categories will also differ by national context as categories can capture
possible movement trajectories that, in more globally comparable statistics, are subsumed
under broader categories with higher levels of abstraction or under the ‘other’ label. For
example, differentiation between highly skilled and other work-related immigration cat-
egories only makes sense if specific provisions are made for skilled workers.

Each category generally subsumes multiple immigration/ legal status tracks and as I
discuss in the next section each track is associated with more or less specific conditional-
ities of entry and parameters of presence that arise out of immigration rules pertaining to
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Figure 1. The frequency and scope of changes to UK immigration rules. Source: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/immigration-rules-statement-of-
changes [accessed 20 February 2015].
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external (at the border) and internal (once across the border) regulations (Bjerre et al.
2015). In addition it is important to note that the degree of legal status diversity, if
measured by the number of available tracks, differs by national context as do national
approaches to managing migration (Gest et al. 2014; Morris 2001).

If we want to understand adaptations of localised diversity in light of attempted
migration control, discussing broader immigration channels and categories and how
they differ risks further reifying those categories and neglects within category differences.
A case in point is the analysis presented by Strang, Baillot, and Mignard (2017). They show
that in relation to refugee migration to Glasgow, changes pertaining to the specific channel
and its sub-tracks would hardly surface without highlighting those within category differ-
ences. It is necessary to better conceptually delineate and understand what role controlling
and ordering migration through status multiplicities plays and these efforts come to
matter locally but also relationally as different individuals inhabit different status
trajectories.

Beyond categorical differences a focus on the co-relevance of conditionalities of entry
and parameters of presence and how these are set out in the specificities of legal status
tracks is needed to pinpoint the role of legal status multiplicities as drivers of diversity
in contexts of superdiversity. In setting this focus, I recognise that differences between cat-
egories of migrants are relevant beyond the attention they are given in this paper. Further
beyond the scope is considering the social role of how those out of status also find them-
selves in a web of conditionalities of entry and parameters of presence that may not be as
clearly defined as for the types of tracks discussed in the following. In weaving together my
points about contingencies through multiplicities, it is however not immediately necessary
to go into further detail on those differences explored elsewhere (e.g. Kubal 2013).

The co-relevance of conditionalities of entry and parameters of presence

Conditionalities of entry are the specific conditions that have to be met to be eligible for a
particular status track. Here we can think of, for example, age restrictions, proof of suffi-
cient monetary funds or skills in a particular occupation. Not least since many entry tracks
remain linked to bilateral agreements between states and as language proficiency is
increasingly used as a conditionality of entry – country of citizenship, or often by proxy
country of origin or ethnic group, may also be a relevant conditionality of entry. Par-
ameters of presence, by contrast, captures those differentiations becoming salient once a
particular status has been granted. They are less about categorical and demographic differ-
ences but more directly influence the social dynamics of population change and everyday
living together (Lebuhn 2013). Access to rights and services and obligations in the receiv-
ing society are as paramount to parameters of presence as are restrictions to the types of
employment some tracks presuppose.

Opportunities for moving through status tracks add to differences in parameters of
presence as does the temporariness of permits and whether the entry track allows for
renewal. To elaborate this point, the word Bleibeperspektive – literally meaning the
outlook or promise of being able to remain – can usefully be introduced. The term was
popularised following the onset of recent larger scale refugee movements to Germany,
to emphasise the importance of future legal avenues for remaining and eventually substi-
tuting a stigmatised refugee status (cf. Appadurai 2016). Associated to the term is the idea
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that the availability of multiple future status possibilities is part of the ‘warmth of welcome’
(Reitz 1998) which has long been recognised as important for how newcomers engage in
local social and economic structures. As the term has taken on material relevance in insti-
tutionalised support structures – a new distinction has become evident between those
deemed to be with or without an outlook to remain.

Status trajectories can be thought about as a detailed element of what Bauböck (2012)
has described in terms of a multiplicity of citizenship constellations – these constellations
take into account that most migrants simultaneously maintain differently codified citizen-
ship relations in multiple places. This also means that parameters of presence thought
about in terms of legal status trajectories are at times subject to regulations elsewhere –
most prominently in debates about modalities for accessing dual-citizenship. The rel-
evance of how open or closed possible status pathways are, arguably applies across
migration channels, as an outlook to be able to remain frames migration aspirations.

Importantly, parameters of presence are mediated through conditionalities of entry and
we have to expect systematic differences in which (demographics of) migrants have to
contend with what types of parameters of presence. Legal status diversity conceptualised
through the co-relevance of conditionalities of entry and parameters of presence exposes
how we might study, model and make sense of contextually observed legal status diversi-
ties. Those considerations cannot solely be based on emphasising differences between
migrants in different status categories because some differentiations relevant for diversity
dynamics (e.g. length of permits) will apply between tracks that otherwise seem very
similar and equally some similarities might be identified in tracks that are otherwise
distinct.

UK point-based visas provide useful examples of how, even within the same tier,
category and channel of migration, we may find differentiations between those
admitted to stay and work. For instance, Tier 2, which covers visa applications of
skilled workers with an employment offer from a UK-based company (conditionality
of entry), is not only subdivided into four categories (general, intra-company transfer,
minister of religion and sportsperson) but within each category there are further
differentiations to parameters of presence depending on what types of conditions
applicants meet. For example, the intra-company transfer category comprises entry
tracks that allow the issuing of visas that are valid for a maximum of 6 months
(skills transfer) but also longer term visas that are distinguished by projected
income, with a track for those who may receive a maximum permit of 5 years and
1 month and another for higher income migrants who can be endowed with up to
9 years of a stable visa.5

In terms of patterns of population flux those differences are bound to have relevant
implications as they require permit holders to make decisions about their status strategies
at different temporal intervals. Timings presupposed in regulating for a track, however will
not necessarily concur with how migrants act. In modelling diversity dynamics we have to
acknowledge the importance of migrant-led diversity (cf. Ye 2016) as crucial for the con-
tingencies of migration-related diversity. Doing so requires paying attention to how indi-
viduals act within and sometimes beyond the parameters set out by their specific status
and how they activate knowledge to navigate status changes. Further, some differentiations
may only be loosely defined, leaving room for those administering status track approvals
to make decisions on the basis of small-scale details – with a significant impact on the
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sojourn of individual migrants. For example, in my current research in a small town in
Germany a number of international students reported that their status-peers, who they
knew fulfilled the same conditionalities of entry, were granted different lengths of
permits. Those practices can produce locally different parameters of presence influencing
the spatial channelling of migrants and how status diversity comes to matter in place. The
notable linking of status tracks to expected socio-economic performance (Shachar and
Hirschl 2014) is part and parcel of the co-relevance of conditionalities of entry and par-
ameters of presence. I will return to this in the penultimate section of this paper, as this
is particularly important for example for where we might expect different status migrants
to seek housing and work.

Status differentiations are set up to channel migrants by defining conditionalities of
entry and delineating categories of migrants. At the same time those efforts cannot be
expected to steer migration patterns (Boswell, Geddes, and Scholten 2011). This is an
important point in thinking about the political rational for legal status multiplicities. It
is also important in considering those multiplicities as part of a complex web of different
drivers of diversity. Thinking through the co-relevance of conditionalities of entry and
parameters of presence points us to links between legal status differentiations and
multi-dimensional configurations of superdiversity (Meissner 2015; Vertovec 2007).
Thus complicating ideas about more effectively and efficiently ordering migration and
its implications through categories and stringent differentiations. A critique of ordering
to optimise as the purported reason and rational for ever more detailed status tracks
can thus help to more clearly carve out the link between local contingencies in
migration-related diversities and the more macro-level regulation of migration through
status stratification.

Ordering migration and filling gaps

The above discussion resonates with calls to rethink migration-related diversity beyond a
multiplicity of categories and towards a multiplicity of relationally configured social and
economic dynamics (Meissner 2016). Status multiplicities remain nascent in debates on
the why and how migration is regulated, particularly next to on-going discussions
about the role of (national) borders and how crossing borders and possibilities for remain-
ing are made more or less restrictive through migration policies and their implementation
(Helbling et al. 2016; Menjívar 2014). Considerations of bordering have been traced to the
local level where new surveillance technologies and local civil servants often police the
everyday permeability of those borders and individual mobilities (Lebuhn 2013; Pötzsch
2015; Taylor 2016). That in addition individuals move and remain under a number of
smaller scale differences like specific age or income cohorts admitted through particular
status tracks, or that the stipulated length of stay, and thus the timing of necessary
migration decisions, systematically but complexly differ by tracks and over time, has
mostly remained outside of the academic concern.

More so than defining categories it is the detailed differentiations of tracks that remain
a stronghold of national level policy in an otherwise evermore globally interconnected
policy field (Morris 2003; Pécoud 2015). These more mundane differences – or more pre-
cisely differences that generally remain outside of dominant narratives about control – are
however also part of the corpus of rules and regulations and merit investigation
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particularly as they contribute to the volume of information content that has to be trans-
lated in local settings. How minutely detailed do differences in tracks need to be?

Those who do see a role for migration control in shaping population compositions
either tend to focus on questions of direct ethnic or cultural selectivity (e.g. Joppke
2005; Bonn 2015) or highlight trade-off scenarios with a clear logic of optimisation
through detailed track differentiations (cf. de Jong 2016, 346–348). This neglects processes
of complexification with associated serendipities and feedback loops in social practises
that are in part a product of how increases in information about status differences are
made sense of. If we think about legal status multiplicities in terms of information
where each aspect of a specific track is a bit of information – then it requires a substantial
amount of information translations for various actors to make sense of status multiplici-
ties. In the absence of clearly defined ‘keys’ for encoding and decoding this information,
there are bound to be contingencies in how legal status diversity is interpreted and acted
upon (cf. Hall 1980). In addition, political processes position status stratification precisely
at an intersection where ‘the state […] may have an interest in the persistence of contra-
dictions and inefficiencies in policy’ (Boswell 2007, 93) which is often, as I discuss in the
following section, important for changing degrees of legal status diversity as well as for
changes to the accessibility of different tracks at different times in different places.

Migration policies could solely be about expelling from the territory and/or prohibiting
entry to it – and debates on this issue are rife (Fine 2013). States (or conceivably also sub/
supra-state governing bodies) implementing such bare bone migration policy would need
to justify why admission is barred or why subjects are expelled – in many ways inverting
current approaches to migration control where it is mostly the migrant who has to meet
conditions that are portrayed as justifying the individual’s legitimacy of presence.6 This
reflects how migration is approached in advanced migration regimes: largely through
practices of expulsion and conditional admission – or ‘regulated openness’ (Ghosh
2007). Seeking governability not only of who enters or is made to leave, but also of the
characteristics of who can remain under what conditions and for how long, is a debate
that often gets framed in terms of ordering migration, suggesting the possibility of – at
least in theory and rhetoric – facilitating a more predictable social order where migrants
can fill gaps in the social and economic fabric – for example, to fill vacancies in certain
areas of the labour market or to counter demographic aging.

Well-orchestrated gap filling is often suggested to decrease uncertainty about the impli-
cations of migration and to produce win-win-win type scenarios (de Jong 2016 ; Ruhs
2013). However, next to the question of how those ordering mechanisms react to
shocks – of which the last onset of large scale refugee migrations is an important
example – it remains unclear how this adds additional layers of differentiation relevant
for the contingencies and unpredictability of local patterns of diversity and the social pro-
cesses those patterns undergird. What I call gap-filling arguments is most evident in
popular debates where migrants are, for example, portrayed as ‘Europe’s essential
import’7 and the gaps to be filled are those found in (usually national) population pyra-
mids. In the academic and policy debates trade-off type arguments, or those concerned
with a global competition for talent, utilise a similar logic of optimisation and getting
ahead through regulation – rarely with any concern for probable uncertainties of out-
comes tightly linked to by who and how resulting differentiations are made sense of.
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Gap-filling resonates with political arguments about number control as available gaps
are not limitless. In terms of superdiversity, gap-filling narratives are wanting if faced with
the complexities they are designed to address (Boswell 2011). They do not only lose sight
of random or not yet identified gaps that may emerge because of the different ways in
which individuals come to participate in local contexts or global markets. Gap-filling nar-
ratives also often neglect long term social and economic implications that are auxiliary to
status differentiations. For example, research has shown that status differences can lead to
clear patterns of marginalisation. Söhn (2014), in analysing German micro census data, is
able to show that the specificities of status can have a negative impact on educational out-
comes, a disadvantage that becomes evident amongst the children of immigrants. This
should give cause for concern in making trade-off arguments to justify more stratification
and encourage us to pay more attention to (un)certainties about the social inequalities
status track differentiations entail and obscure.

Paying more attention to the increased amount of information that needs to be pro-
cessed by all involved in making sense of highly stratified immigration tracks, including
migrants, institutions and non-foreign nationals, would facilitate a better recognition of
inevitable complexities and how they come to matter in social settings. Linear assumption
that ordering migration necessarily leads to more predictability are thus dislocated. If we
consider status differentiations in terms of information it is clear that beyond filling gaps
lies a significant question of how differences become blurred, irrelevant or negatively
reified.

Particularly in times of accelerated migration it is notable that the multiplicity of sub-
category immigration tracks is not well understood – even less so are the implications of
constant changes to rules and regulations pointed to earlier. The recent increases in
refugee migrations to Europe have not only provoked substantial debates about the
rights and responsibilities of those granted status, but also about who is eligible to
apply for what type of status track. Some individuals are barred from status following rede-
finitions of which countries are considered safe. This is just one example of ad hoc changes
with consequences for who resides where. How this filters down to the local level is of par-
ticular importance to grasp the link between regulating migration and local diversity
dynamics. Given that the spatial concentration of difference is important to its reproduc-
tion but also reconfiguration, we can ask how status linked differences trickle down from
the level where they are devised,8 to the cities where migrants who moved through differ-
ent status tracks live in relative proximity.

Complexification and adaptations in contexts of superdiversity

We have more and more information and sophisticated research about global migration
patterns and what drives migration (Hein de Haas 2014). Evidence so far suggests that pol-
icies can alter migration patterns albeit not always – and some might say never – in the
intended ways (Boswell 2011; Castles 2004; Czaika and Haas 2013). One pertinent aspect
in this area of research is the composition of migrant populations and patterns of migrants
coming and going (Czaika and Haas 2014). However, available migration status data tends
to stop at national borders. Thismeans that we have little systematic information about how
national level migration regimes influence patterns of migration-related diversities at the
local level. This local level, is predominantly an urban one, with high numbers of migrants
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moving to and remaining in urban areas.9 The fact that we have very little data about status
linked diversities in different cities but that we at the same time know that cities have differ-
ent histories ofmigrant settlement, both recent and long term, underlines the importance of
better understanding how immigration control through status linkeddifferentiations comes
to matter over time as well as in specific places.

In terms of cross-national comparisons, status track diversity may be linked to policy-
making processes that are by necessity messy and responsive to different pressures and
preferences. We can thus suspect an equally changeable definition and framing of the
objectives of ordering migration. Morris (2002), whose work has engaged with the
national distinctiveness of the management of migration focused on the stratification of
rights accorded to different status migrants in different countries. She alerts us to the ‘con-
tradictory forces shaping migration by means of a system of stratified rights whose details
differ according to national context’ (Morris 2001, 408). Her research suggests that in
different national contexts migration policy-making is framed and developed differently
despite efforts at harmonisation at the EU level.

National differences in managing migration have clear implications for the degree of
legal status diversities in terms of how many tracks are available and how they define con-
ditionalities of entry and parameters of presence. This is reflected in OECD data that
document how countries admit different shares of migrants through different migration
channels (OECD 2015; see also Meissner and Vertovec 2015). The various tracks those
channels subsume also vary between countries. It is however important to note that the
availability of tracks does not determine whether a track is applied and used. In practice
degrees of legal status diversity are thus not necessarily the direct product of how many
different tracks a system makes available. For example, Triandafyllidou and Isaakyan
(2014) show that the EU blue card visa introduced in 2009 was unable to compete with
other entry tracks available in most of the EU member states participating in the
scheme. This somewhat stifles ideas of optimally selecting (Bonn 2015) through condi-
tionalities of entry – as the emphasis in analysis has to move from targeted admission pol-
icies to continued patterns of change in migration which happen in spite of the availability
of tracks. Those processes are coupled with the uptake of some tracks in some places but
not in others which occurs at different speeds and scales over time and thus causes
dynamic changes in how differentiations come to matter.

When considering diversities in citieswe should not assume that the patterns noted at the
national level will directly translate into shares at the urban level. There aremultiple reasons
why there is a disconnect, the most plausible one is that cities and regions oftentimes follow
strategies of specialisation and thus should also attract migrants in different numbers who
moved through tracks differentiated in terms of labour market participation. The position-
ing of cities within global city networks will here be relevant but to give one straightforward
example, a citywithout a sizable higher education institutionwill be unlikely to attractmany
migrants admitted for the purpose of study. Student migrants, as a group, have a relatively
regular turn-over with implications for patterns of population flux and how its speed is
experienced as habitual or disruptive. Another aspect to consider are policies of dispersal
mostly pertaining to refugees, where the regulation for how long refugees have to remain
in a particular area and whether they subsequently decide to move on within the country
or beyond is also impacting on the dynamics of flux that can directly be linked to the spe-
cificities of parameters of presence (Phillips 2006).
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If we zoom into the status geographies within cities, the argument about cities as attrac-
tors of specific status diversities is likely of further relevance. As income and monetary
resources increasingly get implemented as a conditionality of entry and we simultaneously
note rent fluctuations and disparities in the availability of housing within cities – we can
presume that this poses different challenges for migrants who moved through different
status tracks and who find themselves at different stages of their housing biographies
(Coulter, van Ham, and Findlay 2016). This we know has clear social consequences
that go beyond individual constraints (Biehl 2015; Bolzoni, Gargiulo, and Manocchi
2015) but that are relationally negotiated. Within city specificities of configurations of
superdiversity are thus tightly linked to legal status diversities. The possibility of legal
status segregation in terms of housing, poses an imminent concern and demands solutions
to how to best approach, understand and study adaptations in superdiverse context with a
sensitivity to its complexities.

Continuity and change in numbers the UK case

Bar very few examples (e.g. Vertovec and Römhild 2008, 47), we lack comprehensive
information on legal status multiplicities and on status trajectories of migrants residing
in specific cities. This is the case despite the red tape involved in staying in status. In think-
ing through the types of contingencies and configurations of diversity we might expect in
local contexts, it is still useful to consider national level data. Whilst it has been suggested
that ‘a fixation on legal entry numbers […] may even produce a “positively distorted”
picture [of migration control]’ (Guiraudon and Joppke 2001, 11), it should be clear,
that this is not the objective here. Focussing on available statistics instead highlights
admission patterns and how they differ over time. This exposes the need to disentangle
‘different types of spatiotemporal fixes and politics’ (Jones 2009, 501) to better understand
continuities and discontinuities in those patterns. Such disentangling will allow us to
delineate the role of migration control as a driver of diversity which, in concert with
other factors, systematically, albeit not always predictably, alters population flux and
thus local structures of diversity. Considering this complexification, it is necessary to
engage with the fact that the link between devising multiple status categories and configur-
ations of diversity is by no means simple.

Enumerating migrants is always associated with problems of measurement. This also
applies to establishing how many people moved through what types of legal status cat-
egories.10 Legal status diversity is, as I have argued, not limited to migration for the
purpose of work – yet in returning to the specific example of the UK we can note that
this was the most common migration channel for non-EEA migrants in 2014, accounting
for roughly half of all migrants to the UK (Blinder 2016a). In addition relatively detailed
national level data is available on visa issued to migrants within this channel.11 I here use
this data to better explain why legal status diversity is a driver of diversity dynamics –
rather than just a driver of categorical multiplicities. Temporality is clearly central to an
analysis of dynamic diversity patterns. Changes to rules and regulations over time are
reflected in how many individuals move through which status tracks at which points in
time and this is tightly linked to who arrives when and then stays for how long under
what parameters of presence.
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Numbers of work-related entry visa issued to non-EEA nationals have fluctuated over
time (Blinder 2016b). In 2014 just under 120,000 visas were issued to main applicants –
this number suggests that roughly 40 per cent of all Non-European migrants to the UK
moved through one of the categories discussed in the following. In terms of broad visa
categories which in the UK context are increasingly defined through the new tier
system, we can note a numerical dominance of employer sponsored (Tier 2) and tempor-
ary visa (Tier 5). Since 2008 both categories have seen a relative increase if compared to
Tier 1 (skilled, non-sponsored) visa and their pre-PBS equivalents. The latter accounted
for a share of 11 per cent in 2008 and only 2 per cent in 2014. To put this into context
in 2014 44 per cent of visa issued to main applicants were Tier 2; 35 per cent Tier 5 or
their pre-PBS equivalents. The remaining work visas issued in 2014 are described as
non-PBS visa or as ‘other’. Together they accounted for the remaining 19 per cent of
issued visa in those statistics. Breaking down these broader categories Figure 2(a) points
to evident fluctuations and continuities in admission numbers of more detailed categories.

The visible pattern augments the present discussion. Even within this singular
migration channel (work) the number of categories (32), which also have different sub-
tracks that are not listed, is staggering. In fact, it is difficult to display each without aggre-
gating into more abstract categories. Doing so however would mean losing important
information on patterns of differentiation and how they are driven by policy changes.
Figure 2(b) is provided to address this difficulty. Here I faceted the data by category
and adjusted the scale to more clearly show changes in those categories that were less fre-
quently applied.12 Figure 2 (a) in a first instance shows a general pattern where overall the
number of migrants admitted through work-related categories receded following the
introduction of the points based system. Net migration of non-European citizens declined
following 2010, however, inflows – relevant for entry clearance visas – remained at a rela-
tively stable level.13 Thus we can presume that a share of migrants who previously moved
through a work-related category now did so through some alternative channel.14

Figure 2(a) further shows that the introduction of the points based system did redirect
flows into new tier based categories as old categories ceased to be available. Nevertheless,
some old channels continue to be relevant (e.g. domestic workers in private households).
Some categories kept relatively stable while others ebbed off or increased in numbers (cf.
Figure 2 (b)). A closer look directed at the ‘career’ of different status categories is interest-
ing. For example, it is useful to examine Tier 1 – General listed third in Figure 2(b) and
most visible in the bottom left corner of Figure 2(a). Tier 1 as a category was devised
for skilled migrants and entrepreneurs. Tier 1 – General was particularly for those
migrants wanting to take up highly skilled employment in the UK. In comparison to
Tier 2 type visas Tier 1 – General did not require an employment offer from a UK-
based company.15 The status category was discontinued in 2010 and has not been renew-
able since 2015. Figure 2(a) and (b) show the category is relatively popular after its intro-
duction but with its withdrawal numbers quickly dwindle and with them those subject to
the conditionalities of entry and parameters of presence for this specific route. Those
wishing to apply for similar entry track are presumably in part diverted into Tier 2 –
General. With its distinct sub-tracks and the requirement for having an employment
offer prior to application, these tracks more clearly determine a priori where and for
how long the migrant is likely to move. The resulting patterns of fluctuation of migrants
moving under different conditionalities of entry and parameters of presence has
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Figure 2. (a) Ebbs and flows of entry clearance visa issued to main applicants (2008–2014). (b) Entry clearance visa issued to main applicants (2008–2014) faceted by
detailed categories. Source for Figure 2 (a,b): Home Office: Entry clearance visa tables, Table vi_04 [accessed: 29 February 2016].
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Figure 2 Continued
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implications for the possible dynamics of superdiversity as employers take on a different
relevance for migration projects.

Viewed with the additional information about changes in policy to guide the reading of
Figure 2 (a, b), patterns show successive and interdependent alterations. The figures only
reference a limited time frame and a focus on only a fraction of the scope of legal status
diversity and importantly cannot be broken down to the exact specificities of tracks. Still,
as per my consideration about the specialisation of regions and cities the figures do push
us to more concretely ask how those patterns will filter down to the local level. Social
dynamics that are probably affected include those linked to moving to particular parts
of town and moving on from them. This happens in light of concurrent changes of mobi-
lity patterns more generally with the rise of supermobility being linked to the emergence of
superdiversity (Valentine 2013: 5). A point that reminds us that superdiversity is also
about different propensities of being able to participate in those increased mobilities.

The resulting dynamics in population flux and how they are linked to the co-relevance
of conditionalities of entry and parameters of presence are important for thinking about
adaptations in contexts of superdiversity. Firstly, those patterns point to systematic but
complex adaptations in patterns of diversity. Secondly, in considering that patterns of
legal status diversity will be variable both by location and over time, we add a spatiotem-
poral dimension that needs to be analysed in making sense of diversity configurations.
These two points offer an answer to the question I posed at the start of this paper: how
can legal status multiplicities be considered as a drivers of diversity. In concluding I
will turn to answering the second part of the question posed at the start: why this is rel-
evant for rethinking adaptations in contexts of superdiversity?

Conclusion

The question of immigration is ever more tightly linked to the debates about integration
despite little consensus on what immigrant integration ought to mean. Debates about inte-
gration have significantly changed in academic debates and few would propose models
that see the onus of integration only with migrants. Yet, the idea of optimisation
through integration seems like a parallel theme to the theme of optimisation discussed
in this article. Oftentimes a shifting back and forth of whose responsibility integration
is and how adaptations in contexts of diversity should happen neglects that marginalisa-
tion (as one undesirable mode of dis-integration) is produced in relational ways (Blokland
2012 ). More attention needs to be paid to how differences are made sense of and are
accommodated. Diversity dynamics play an important part in this picture as they entail
repeated renegotiations of difference and put some of the optimisation ethos of integration
(and of regulating to control) into question.

The challenge is to move beyond models of adaptation that presume a knowable start-
ing point with identifiable initial conditions or a clear finishing point. Framing a stable
state of integration as the objective is in contradiction with continued patterns of
change (Meissner 2017). This discussion then suggests that debates about adaptations
in contexts of superdiversity have to be sensitive to variability and its social implications.
The dynamics of diversity and with them the challenges of ‘newness and novelty’ (Philli-
more 2015) can neither be pinpointed in a framework where diversity eventually ceases to
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be reconfigured, nor in a framework where diversity is presumed to keep changing in
neatly reproducible ways.

Beyond individual differences, dynamically configured patterns of differentiation fuel
the complexity of migration-related diversity. To conceptually ground the discussion, I
distinguished between conditionalities of entry and parameters of presence and pointed
to their co-relevance as basic building blocks of legal status diversities. This conceptualis-
ation provides an accessible way for thinking about the nexus between migration control
and local migration-linked diversities without having to commence with the delineation of
different categories of migrants that inevitably mask highly variable migration aspirations
and track differentiations, all of which have to be taken into account. In doing so I thus
refrained from making a strong argument about the differences between status categories
and instead focused on aspects that are relevant across migration channels such as the var-
iance in lengths of different permits.

Building on the conceptual distinction between conditionalities of entry and par-
ameters of presence to consider legal status multiplicities in terms of information, I
suggested that a lossless translation between devising status differences and how they
eventually come to matter is unlikely. Overly focussing on ordering migration does not
leave sufficient room to understand the social implications of those ordering practices.
This, as noted, parallels discussions of steering social adaptations in contexts of superdi-
versity with the intention of optimising integration. It also calls for more attention in our
research to be paid to the problems of political ordering and how this influences the link
between conditionalities of entry and parameters of presence to become blurred. Much
more research is needed that takes those interconnections as a central concern.

The broader relevance of how status multiplicities come to matter changes as the keys
for encoding and decoding are differently applied in different contexts and at different
times. How this happens and the social mechanisms driving those processes is another
area that requires systematic research. Legal status differentiations would thus become
more central to how we think about diversity and its patterns of change, allowing in
the best case for a more concerted and empirically substantiated discussion of differen-
tiation by means of status tracks and comparative work on how different degrees of
legal status diversity are reflected in how diversity is negotiated. This importantly
means, that talking about and studying legal status diversity precisely helps us to
remove and shift some of the emphasis away from an obsession with ‘more diversity’
towards devoting attention to thinking about different configurations of diversity. By
better understanding both population flux and how legal status differences are made
sense of, we will also be able to better link those dynamics to the study of adaptations
in superdiverse context.

Flux and different ways of measuring it then becomes a characteristic of diversity that is
not categorically anchored like many other aspects of migration-related diversity. A focus
on change and unfixity are at the heart of superdiversity. This is why in this paper I dis-
cussed how legal status diversity results in contingencies via insufficient transparencies of
how migration-related differences become locally concentrated and reconfigured. How we
might foster more transparency would pose an additional question in thinking through
both the rational of ordering and the link between conditionalities of entry and parameters
of presence.
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It is important to account for the complexification of differentiations linked to a mul-
tiplicity of status tracks and consequently possible status trajectories. This is why my dis-
cussion advocates for a necessary sensitivity for the continued renegotiations of newly re-
configured patterns of (migrant-led) diversity and how they become contextually relevant.
This complicates not only the question of what migrants (and non-migrants) are supposed
to integrate into. The foregone discussions challenge us to think beyond integration as
optimisation not least because of confusions in what the objectives of such optimisations
are (efficient gap filling?).

Furthermore, a more decisive engagement with dynamics and uncertainties becomes
unavoidable. These were here discussed as part of the normality of migration-linked
changes. Integration as a goal that is threatened through change is thus questioned.
How can there be one goal if the conditionalities and parameters for achieving that
goal differ quite drastically. The type of move I suggest in rethinking integration, shifts
attention to adaptations as important social changes and towards more clarity about
the social mechanism driving those changes with an evident need to recognise the difficul-
ties in steering those adaptations.

Notes

1. https://www.gov.uk/guidance/immigration-rules [accessed 20 February 2015].
2. See: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/immigration-rules-statement-of-changes

[accessed 20 February 2015].
3. The types of changes detailed in statements of change often clarify terminology and provide

detail on rule interpretation – for example, the largest document from 2012 with 296 pages
includes a 46 page table that lists ‘Financial Institutions that do not satisfactorily verify finan-
cial statements – India’. Those alterations may not significantly change particular tracks but
add further hurdles for meeting conditionalities of entry (see next section).

4. See: Updates to the list of residence permits referred to in Article 2(15) of Regulation (EC) No
562/2006 (Schengen Borders Code) at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/.

5. https://www.gov.uk/tier-2-intracompany-transfer-worker-visa [accessed 10 February 2016].
6. In this hypothetical scenario we would likely still be faced with the dynamics of superdiver-

sity and patterns of inequalities – which is why in this paper I do not see the need to take
strong normative stance but allow this question to ring only in the background of the
analysis.

7. http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2015/01/daily-chart-15 [accessed 14 February
2016].

8. It is here important to note the role of cities in claiming greater stakes in decisions on avail-
able tracks. London, for example, has previously petitioned for a ‘London visa’. See: http://
www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/katrina-cooper/the-london-visa-a-new-imm_b_4016578.html
[accessed 29 February 2016].

9. As Grzymala-Kazlowska and Phillimore (2017) indicate in the introduction, many sparsely
populated rural areas experience acute diversification. Many of the arguments developed in
this paper have relevance for thinking about rural diversity dynamics – yet it is arguably in
urban settings where we would expect migrants moving through an extreme breadth of
different tracks to live in relative proximity.

10. For example, migration figures taken from the international passenger survey (IPS) tend to
estimate lower numbers of long term migrants if compared to numbers estimated based on
the length of validity of issued visas. This is not least due to individual decisions not to
exhaust the time frame of a given visa (Home Office 2014).
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http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2015/01/daily-chart-15
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/katrina-cooper/the-london-visa-a-new-imm_b_4016578.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/katrina-cooper/the-london-visa-a-new-imm_b_4016578.html


11. See: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/immigration-statistics-october-to-december-
2015-data-tables [accessed: 16.06.2016] Table used for analysis: vi_04 (Kershaw 2016).

12. Readers should be advised that it is precisely low number categories that are most prone to
measurement errors. The graph should thus be read only as indicating directions of change.

13. http://www.migrationobservatory.ox.ac.uk/data-and-resources/charts/create/migration-to-
and-from-uk/inflows/citizenship [accessed 30 March 2015].

14. For example dynamic changes in the numbers of EU and Non-EEA migrants over the period
considered (Blinder 2016a).

15. https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/420151/Tier_
1__General__Guidance_04_2015.pdf [accessed 29 February 2016].
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